How-to 'Twitter': Starter's guide to navigating the radiology Twitterverse

The dominion of social media has transformed the way healthcare professionals and organisations connect with patients and interact with members and peers in the medical community. Being active on social media helps physicians improve patient outreach, improve how they interact with their peers and improve medical education and training.

In radiology specifically, trainees predominantly use social media as opposed to the lower rates of attending physicians who have been practicing for 15 years or more. Twitter and other social media platforms, put a face to radiology, helping patients and healthcare professionals see and comprehend the significant role radiologists play in the patient care continuum, their vital contributions to research, education and public health. A team of radiologists provide a simple Starter Guide to help their colleagues navigate the radiology Twitterverse published in The Journal of the American College of Radiology.

You may also like: Tweet, like, follow – radiology goes viral

The Radiology Twitterverse: A Starter’s Guide to Utilization and Success

Over the past decade, social media use has dramatically increased across medical specialties. Social media has changed how health care organisations and providers communicate with patients and interact with other members of the medical community. Benefits of social media in medicine, including improvements in patient outreach, peer-to-peer interactions, and medical education, have all been previously described. Although the majority of physicians have social media accounts, considerably less are actively engaged for professional purposes on a weekly basis. In radiology, use is predominantly seen among trainees with significantly lower rates seen in radiologists who have been in practice for over 15 years.

Difficulty maintaining separation between professional and personal accounts is a common concern among physicians using social media. Twitter (San Francisco, California), a microblogging social media platform, limits this potential crossover, while offering additional features to assist radiologists in advancing their professional goals. With over 280 million active monthly users, Twitter represents the fastest growing social media platform, offering the ability to rapidly disseminate online content to a diverse audience. However, numerous barriers exist that may prevent radiologists from joining Twitter, including perceived difficulty of use, privacy concerns, and
lack of academic benefit. Apprehension about the time commitment needed to maintain an active Twitter account is another factor that may discourage use. These sentiments are quickly overcome once Twitter use is initiated.

Twitter, along with other social media platforms, puts a face to radiology, helping both patients and other health care professionals understand the contribution of radiologists to patient care, research, education, and public health. We aim to provide a starter’s guide for radiologists unfamiliar with Twitter (1) to highlight benefits of active Twitter involvement and (2) to remove perceived barriers to active Twitter use.

**Benefits of Twitter Use**

**Personal Branding**

Personal branding is the process of an individual, group, or organization establishing a prescribed image or impression in the minds of others. It is an ongoing process that requires frequent reinforcement that eventually helps to differentiate one entity from another. In medicine, personal branding allows health care organizations and providers to market their abilities, services, and partnerships, which may, in turn, increase patient volume and improve relationships with colleagues.

However, radiologists face unique challenges when branding on social media platforms compared with other physicians; nearly one-half of patients do not know that radiologists are physicians and nearly two-thirds do not understand their role in patient care. By providing a constant stream of valued content online over time, radiologists can increase their presence and improve their overall perception. Moreover, radiologists and organizations can also use their Twitter timeline to favorably portray activities including awards, lectures, and upcoming events to news, media, and the general public. This process of “self-packaging”—creating one’s own personal narrative—is a marketing strategy that can lead to increased visibility and establishing oneself as an influencer, trusted authority, and thought leader.

**Patient Outreach**

Twitter offers the ability to rapidly disseminate content to a large, diverse audience. Prior studies have shown that up to 80% of Internet users seek medical information online. Twitter can be used to provide patients with evidence-based health information to help support medical decision making, which can be targeted to patient groups likely to be seen at a particular practice. Personal branding can be used to demonstrate professional credibility by allowing patients to assess medical expertise and services. Marketing directly to patients, in addition to health promotion, can also be used to provide information on how to gain access to medical services, educational resources, and community events. This form of direct patient outreach can be leveraged to reach underserved populations, including rural communities, who may not readily have access to medical care.

Radiologists can also communicate with patients on issues directly related to radiology including issues related to imaging examinations, radiation risk, and contrast administration. Lastly, real-time feedback about radiologic services can be received from patients, which can help radiologists improve their services. This has been shown previously with initiatives involving patient feedback through Twitter about their experience receiving MRI and breast imaging.

**Health Care and Advocacy Initiatives**

Twitter can be used to influence policy and to promote health care initiatives related to radiology by connecting policymakers, medical professionals, patients, and media sources. It provides an avenue for direct involvement among stakeholders, which can be used to galvanize people with similar interests for a particular purpose. Live polling and tweet chats (a group chat at a predetermined time that involves tweeting questions to prompt participant responses) on a particular topic helps to gauge public perception, and the fast-paced interactive environment allows for quick dissemination of emerging information and upcoming events. This can be particularly useful when promoting timely policy initiatives and engaging elected officials during lobbying days at the state and federal levels.

Twitter has proven to be an effective way of promoting radiology initiatives. With women representing only 21% of the radiology workforce, Twitter was utilised to improve access to mentorship and to encourage inclusivity by creating a mentorship network among female radiologists.
occurring during annual meetings including RSNA, helped to bring awareness about this initiative. Now, the widely used hashtags #RADxx and #RADWomen are synonymous with this mission.

Networking

Online networking enhances communication and collaboration among colleagues. Currently, 60% of radiologists use social media for professional networking, which can be used to form important partnerships. It provides an innovative avenue for radiologists at all career levels to communicate with experts and thought leaders in the field. Additionally, the Twitter search function makes it possible to find users with similar interests by searching relevant words and usernames, as well as recommending others to follow. These tools support interactions among radiologists, which can be further developed through mutual retweeting, replying to tweets, and direct messaging.

Interactions between attendees at scientific meetings has been greatly enhanced by social media use in recent years. There was an 83% increase in Twitter use at the American Society of Clinical Oncology meeting from 2010 to 2011 and a 39% increase in use at the RSNA meeting from 2011 to 2012. It is now customary for meetings to create their own hashtag, which has been traditionally used by attendees to capture meeting highlights. These same hashtags can also be searched after the conference for reference material to use for research purposes, to assist in medical decision making, and to archive meeting highlights. Additional features, including live polling, have been shown to improve the overall meeting experience, while capturing sentiments of attendees during the course of the conference.

Medical Education

Twitter can be a powerful tool at facilitating medical education by improving engagement and collaborative thinking. It enhances information exchange in learning environments by removing geographic barriers and increasing access to scientific material. For example, cross promotion of Twitter across social media platforms such as Periscope (San Francisco, California) can be used to share information through lectures and journal clubs.

In addition, tweet chats can be performed to educate on a particular topic utilising images and administering quizzes. Twitter can also be used as an avenue for presenting interesting cases and receiving feedback from colleagues about how to handle difficult clinical scenarios. Lastly, many academic journals now share links to journal articles, providing efficient and immediate access to recently published literature.

Creating a Twitter Account

When considering creating a Twitter account, the process can be daunting at first. The first step is to visit the Twitter website or to download the Twitter application (app) on your mobile device. One of the most important decisions you will make is determining your username or “handle,” which is one of the first actions you will take. Your username will be included in the URL (Universal Resource Locator) of your Twitter address. Ensure you personalise your username, so that others can easily find you. For professional accounts, consider using your name followed by your professional degree (eg, @JohnSDoeMD). This will help patients and colleagues identify you as a medical professional. Consider using a middle initial or combining your name with your hospital affiliation or subspecialty to differentiate you from others with similar names.

The next step is filling out your profile. A professional profile photo is an important step in putting a face to your account, especially for radiologists who may not interact often with patients or referring physicians in person. Next, the biography section is a great way to inform potential followers about your background, interests, and qualities. This section currently consists of 160 characters, so brevity is key in maximising the amount of information shared in this space. Consider using common acronyms, hashtags, and abbreviations to provide as much information as possible. This is also a great space to introduce yourself as a doctor, including your medical subspecialty and hospital, organisation, or institutional affiliation. Consider visiting successful profiles of other users with similar academic interests for help with branding your account.

Who to Follow

There are numerous applications that can assist in suggesting users to follow including Hootsuite (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada) and Sprout Social (Chicago, Illinois). Over time, Twitter will provide suggestions for users to follow based off your activity. When actively searching for users, consider searching for experts and
thought leaders in your field, colleagues with similar research interests, and academic journals related to your specialty. As you follow more users, begin exploring their following and follower lists to find other users who may be appropriate to follow. Lastly, searching words and participating in tweet chats related to topics of interest are other great ways to find users who may share useful and relevant content.

Ready to Tweet

It is helpful to create a strategy before joining the “Twitterverse.” When creating a strategy, the first step is devising your personal goals for your account. Your goals will determine what, when, and how often you tweet. Another consideration is your target audience. Tweets directed toward patients will be markedly different from tweets intended for physicians or other medical professionals. Your messaging should be easily interpretable by your target group. While shaping your social media strategy, consider beginning by liking and retweeting others’ tweets. Likes and retweets are both saved in your account’s history, so make sure that these actions match your intended messaging for your Twitter profile.

Original tweets are limited to 280 characters and can include photos, links, GIFs (graphics interchange format), or videos. Tweets should be clear and concise, utilising common acronyms and abbreviations, when possible, to create more space for content (Figure 1). Append hashtags (written with the symbol #) to words to make tweets more identifiable and searchable. Hashtags index keywords and allow other users to follow recent tweets on a specific topic. Additionally, by clicking on a hashtagged word, other tweets including that word will be displayed. This can be leveraged to increase exposure to your Twitter timeline by attracting other users looking for information on a particular topic to your account. The radiology hashtag ontology was created to organise radiology-related content from social media platforms to facilitate conversations about imaging related health care, which can be used to support hashtag creation.

Fig 1. Anatomy of a tweet.

Other tips include: adding “handles” (@mentions) of other users, who may be related to your tweets to increase engagement; including images, in which you can tag up to 10 people, and adding links such as to articles to improve the content of your tweet. Websites and mobile apps such as Hootsuite now allow users to schedule their tweets so that a stream of tweets can be shared throughout various times of the day to maintain a constant Twitter presence regardless of a busy schedule.

Tweet Chats

A tweet chat (also known as a Twitter chat) is a useful tool for discussing a particular topic, which has been leveraged to increase participation at scientific meetings and engage users all year round. It is a group chat with a host and/or moderator tweeting questions to prompt responses from participants that occurs at a predetermined time on Twitter, where users include a predefined hashtag(s) in their tweets to link and follow the conversation. These chats usually last about an hour depending on the question-and-answer format. At scientific meetings, tweet chats allow meeting attendees to comment on sessions, while engaging with other attendees and nonattendees. Overall, it allows for networking among colleagues and provides the opportunity to discuss trending topics.

There are websites and mobile apps specific to tweet chats, which can help users keep up with the fast-paced environment by organising and streaming tweets for easier conversing. Websites such as TweetChat.com (London, UK) help to facilitate this process by automatically adding predetermined hashtags to your tweets during a tweet chat.

It is beneficial to participate in tweet chats before deciding to host or moderate. When you are ready, ensure a hashtag is chosen that is relevant, concise, and clear. If possible, try to choose a hashtag that relates to your organisation or personal mission, which may enhance branding. It is important to have questions prepared in advance to ensure the group chat flows in a streamlined manner. Also, consider inviting special guests in addition to moderators to lend their expertise and to increase engagement.

The next step is to schedule your tweet chat. One factor to consider is the geographic location of your intended audience. If involving multiple time zones, consider scheduling at a central time to maximise participation. Also, try to schedule your tweet chats at a time when it does not conflict with other scheduled tweet chats on similar topics, which may result in less participation for your tweet chat. A list of scheduled tweet chats can be found...
on Tweetreports.com (Mt Juliet, Tennessee). Once the date is set, post tweets promoting details about your tweet chat including title, host, and time. Once the chat begins, the focus turns to managing conversation, sharing relevant resources, and keeping participants engaged. Frequently used terms and abbreviations are listed in Table 1.

Academic Promotion

Although academic promotion and tenure committees have previously focused on three different tracks including clinical, research, and education, other benchmarks for promotion are emerging in areas of leadership, innovation, and quality improvement. Social media presence has now surfaced as a field of scholarship within these new areas by some organisations. Digital footprints left by social media use can be converted into performance metrics, in addition to metrics of publication history and grant funding.

However, using social media as a measure for scholarly activity is relatively new. Therefore, processes to measure and promote based off social media productivity have not been implemented at most programs. When considering using social media as a promotion tool, it is important to check with your tenure committee about specific promotions criteria. Recommendations for academic institutions implementing social media and digital scholarship for promotion include developing guidelines governing faculty in this area, providing training on appropriate use of social media, and outlining the type of social media activities considered scholarly work. Promotion based on social media presence does share numerous similarities to traditionally utilised metrics including developing an area of concentration, expanding your audience, and consistently disseminating new knowledge. Hootsuite, a dashboard application that tracks activity across social media sites, can provide information on metrics to help assess productivity. It is one of many free online Twitter tools and apps (Table 2) available to improve your Twitter experience.

Social Media Pitfalls

There are numerous pitfalls associated with Twitter use that should be avoided (Table 3). First, it is important to review your professional organisation’s social media policies, if available, to avoid violating established guidelines. Issues related to patient privacy and confidentiality, in particular, are commonly covered topics by hospitals and health care organisations. For example, when posting interesting cases or obtaining advice about diagnostic dilemmas, great strides should be taken to ensure patient information and images are appropriately anonymised to avoid HIPAA violations.

Next, issues can arise from blurring of professional and personal content. Although it is not necessary to have separate accounts, tweeting about nonscientific topics, especially when controversial, may undermine professional branding goals. Next, it is important to understand the source and meaning behind shared content. For example, unfamiliar hashtags may have unintended meanings or come from unknown sources that may conflict with your messaging goals. This can be easily prevented by researching content that you share and only sharing information that is aligned with your account’s mission. Also, try not to over “hashtag.” Although proper hashtagging may help users with similar interests discover your profile, hashtagging nonspecific terms or words that do not directly relate to the core of your tweet are not effective. Additionally, too many hashtags, especially when irrelevant, may make your tweets incomprehensible. Lastly, Twitter is a virtual environment where users can share their opinions freely. It is important to remain professional when addressing someone with opposing views and to avoid overly negative interactions when disagreements arise.

Summary

There have been numerous calls for radiologists to increase their social media presence. The ability to reach a large, diverse audience, including experts, colleagues, referring physicians, trainees, policymakers, and patients, can be a useful tool in increasing the presence of radiology in the online community. A vibrant radiology Twitterverse currently exists, and if you have not already joined the ranks, there is no better time than now to see what this online world has to offer.
Take-Home Points

- Over the past decade, social media use has dramatically increased across medical specialties, changing how health care organizations and providers communicate with patients and interact with other members of the medical community.

- Benefits of social media in radiology include enhanced patient outreach, peer-to-peer interactions, health care and advocacy initiatives, mentorship and sponsorship, medical education, and personal branding.

- Twitter, along with other social media platforms, puts a face to radiology, helping both patients and other health care professionals understand the contribution of radiologists to patient care, research, education, and public health.
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